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ABSTRACT:
Automation is to be actualized in numerous fields to lessen the handling time and labour. This investigation executes the
computerization procedure which completes the Automation procedure of different water powered machines utilizing PLC
(Programmable Rationale Controller). In this investigation timers are associated with the control unit of the PLC. Timers are utilized
to give rationale when a circuit turns on or off. Customary timers were given as either on-defer timers or off-postpone timers. PLCs
take into consideration a brisk change from one kind to the next with a couple of keystrokes on the programming board. In this paper,
by using this PLC system controlling pneumatic system becomes easy and simulation of the system was done by autoSIM-200.
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1. INTRODUCTION:
Pneumatic machines are hardware and instrument that utilization air capacity to accomplish the work, worked by the utilization of
pneumatics, where a air is the driving medium. , air is transmitted all through the machine to different pneumatic engines and
pneumatic chambers and becomes pressurized by the opposition present. The liquid is controlled legitimately or naturally by control
valves and disseminated through hoses and cylinders [1]. The segments required for pneumatic framework is Control valves,
Actuators, Reservoir, Accumulators, Filters, Tubes, pipes as shown in the figure 1.

Fig 1. Simple Pneumatic System
Programmable logical controller an advanced rationale gadget utilized for automation of average mechanical electromechanical
procedures, for example, control of apparatus on processing plant sequential construction systems, entertainment rides [2]. It is
utilized in numerous businesses. The interlocking between the breaking point switch is given for ceaseless movement of the machine.
In this programmed control process, the engine is turned over by squeezing the beginning catch. The solenoid is consistently in up
position while turning over the engine [3]. By utilizing the controller activity the solenoid begins to move descending bearing. The
development of the solenoid valve is controlled by the breaking point switches, which is associated with the control unit of the PLC,
open and close the contacts [4-7]. After finishing the procedure of gather or de-amass process the engine is killed. This is the activity
of the framework. At the point when the solenoid arrives at the specific position, the breaking point switch opens the contact. After
evacuate the course of the engine from the pole, the breaking point switch shut the contact. Presently the solenoid moves in upward.
This is the persistent procedure which is naturally occurred. The cut-off switch controls the development of the solenoid by open and
shutting.
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1.1 SOLENOID VALVE:
A 5/2 solenoid valve as shown in figure 2 is an electromechanically worked valve. Solenoid valves contrast in the qualities of the
electric flow they use, the quality of the attractive field they produce, the component they use to manage the liquid, and the sort and
attributes of liquid they control. The component differs from straight activity, un-clogger type actuators to rotated armature actuators
and rocker actuators. The valve can utilize a two-port plan to control a stream or utilize a three or more port structure to switch
streams between ports. Different solenoid valves can be put together on a complex. Solenoid valves are the most much of the time
utilized control components in fluidics. Their undertakings are to close off, discharge, portion, appropriate or blend liquids. They are
found in numerous application territories. Solenoids offer quick and safe exchanging, high dependability, long help life, great medium
similarity of the materials utilized, low control force and reduced plan.

Fig 2: Solenoid valve
1.2 autoSIM-200:
autoSIM-200 is a product for structuring the pressure driven and Pneumatic circuits, which permits the client to attempt programs on a
virtual framework before applying them to a physical framework. It speaks to the perfect supplement to preparing hardware which,
thus, empowers an increasingly proficient utilization of the gear. With autoSIM-200, it is conceivable to convey out unique,
multicolour re-enactments utilizing pneumatic, electro pneumatic, water powered, electro pressure driven, electrical and electronic
circuits [8-10]. It is likewise conceivable to complete scientific models of frameworks and obtain and process electrical signs.
2. Methodology
In pneumatic machine, pneumatic liquid is taken care of through the pneumatic chambers and gets pressurized by the opposition
present. The liquid is controlled naturally by control valves and appropriated through hoses and tubes. The prevalence of pneumatic
apparatus is because of the extremely enormous measure of intensity that can be moved through little cylinders and adaptable hoses,
and the powerful thickness and wide cluster of actuators that can utilize this force. Pneumatic apparatus is worked by the utilization of
pneumatic, where an air is the fuelling medium. Since a pneumatic framework comprises of pneumatic weight source, control valves
and chambers and so forth. In this examination the working of a press is intended to work with the assistance of a Programmable
controller. The framework comprises of pneumatic power source, 5/2 DCV (single solenoid control), Flow control valve, sequencing
of pneumatic chambers. The real working of the framework is re-enacted utilizing autoSim-200 programming. Ladder logic rationale
has advanced into a programming language that speaks to a program by a graphical outline dependent on the circuit graphs of transfer
rationale equipment. Ladder logic rationale is utilized to create programming for programmable rationale controllers (PLCs) utilized
in modern control applications [11]. The name depends on the perception that programs in this language look like Ladder logic, with
two vertical rails and a progression of flat rungs between them. While Ladder logic charts were previously the main accessible
documentation for recording programmable controller programs. Figure 3 shows the ladder diagram use for the sequencing of two
pneumatic cylinders.

Fig 3. Ladder diagram
3. Simulation
The proposed framework gives the programmed control of air driven machine utilizing autoSIM-200. Reproduction of air driven
machine should be possible. The time deferral should be possible as per the heap condition. This procedure can be utilized for
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mantling the engine parts moreover. This procedure can be utilized successfully in any automation industry. Sequencing of pneumatic
cylinders are shown in figure 4.

Fig 4: Sequencing of Pneumatic Cylinders
4. Conclusion
This work portrays the plan and re-enactment of sequencing of control framework for a pneumatic powered machine. Recreation is
done for assessment and recognizable proof of its ordinary activity and execution, Flow graphs is approved utilizing autoSIM- 200 test
system and it is utilized to re-enact the pneumatic and Electromechanical parts to guarantee the wellbeing and usefulness of the
framework. Investigations are in accordance with those acquired through reproductions and foresee the genuine conduct of the control
framework.
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